
Engn 395 Project 04: Step Right Up! 

 
 

Figure 1. Top: Apple watch and pedometer step counter.  Notice the disagreemen tin the total number of steps tracked by the 
two devices (Image credit: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/692991461388182942/). Bottom: 6-axis inertial measurement unit 
(linear acceleration and gyroscope rotational rate) of motion tracked by a smartphone tucked in a pocket during walking 
motion. Data from Vajdi et al: https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.03109. Note the cyclic nature of the signal at about 1 Hz, or about 1 
step per second. 

Background/Introduction:  
Step right up, and count your steps using a wearable device!  FitBit, Apple watch, Garmin pedometers, 

lions, tigers, and bears, oh my!  Step counters are widely used as a personal and public health tool. Users 

can track their step counts and by doing so, hopefully reach a daily goal (e.g. 10k steps).  Can we trust 

these devices to be accurate in counting steps?  There has been some recent controversy about how 

accurate these actually are: https://wearablezone.com/news/how-accurate-is-fitbit/.  

The general principle of operation is that these wearables have a 6-axis IMU inside of them to measure 

3-axis acceleration (x,y,z), and 3-axis rotational rotational rate ( about x,y,z axes). But wait …what 
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actually goes on underneath the hood?  How do these devices use these measurements to generate an 

accurate step count?  Enter stage left: applied signal processing! 

 

Problem Statement:  

Design and implement a signal processing technique that accurately counts steps using 6-axis IMU data 

to within 99% accuracy.  Translation: if the user took 100 actual steps, the counter should read in the 

range of 99-100 steps. 

The signal processing you develop should be as robust as possible against typical sources of noise and 

variation in standard users.  That is, your gait is probably different than mine is different from Bobby, 

Billy, Sally, and Sue’s.  So no two IMU recordings for acceleration and gyro will be the same.   

 

Data sets: 

The data base we will use comes from Vajdi et al. 2018. Their data collection methods and full details 

about the data set are included therein: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1905.03109.pdf. 

Five (out of ~200) recordings are available on box in the folder “Motion Data” as .csv files: 

https://wlu.box.com/s/22hzq41t5lg8cc7an3p7cdz9sloyt2uo 

These come from 5 different subjects using a normal walking gait.  The IMU recordings come from a 

smartphone device affixed to the left waist. 

Also included is a matlab script which demos how to load and use these data sets: GetSignals_Vajdi.m 

 

Other matlab functions you will likely want to use: 

Statistics: mean, median, std, mad (or robustSTD) 

Filtering:  butter, filter, filtfilt 

Fourier Transforms: fft, ifft 

Other: diff, sneo, + anything else built-in that you find useful 

 

 

Your mission: 

1. Develop and implement a fully automated technique to accurately step count within 99% 

accuracy.  A good solution thus: 

a. Appropriately filter the data as a pre-processing step 

b. Implement event detection scheme of your choosing 
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c. Said signal processing scheme should use statistical thresholding.  You can “turn the 

knob” to tune a sensitivity parameter but that is the ONLY parameter that may be 

hardcoded. 

d. Thus, cutoff frequencies for filtering operations must be determined by the data, not by 

you setting a (sensibly chosen value).  The thresholds must be statistical parameters, not 

hard coded values.  In essence, the automated part of the signal processing should make 

for a step counter that is robust across person-to-person gait variations, and even 

running vs. walking. 

 

 

2. Make sure to test your algorithm against ALL FIVE data sets provided.  You should report 

accuracy for both a) individual subjects and b) pooling all five subjects.  

 

3. Visualize the results of your signal processing technique tagging each stride.  The phase of the 

stride you event mark does not matter---we just want an accurate step count. 

 

  

4. Evaluate the successes (and failures) of your algorithm.   In what specific instances did it 

correctly tag a stride (true positive = TP)?  In what specific instances did you observe the 

algorithm incorrectly tagging a non-stride (false positive = FP), or when it missed an actual stride 

(false negative = FN)? 

 

5. Are your results generalizable—i.e., will your signal processing technique work well all subjects 

who wear the step counter device?  Can you argue engineering-wise that it your algorithm is 

market ready? 

 

6. Report your findings with sufficient illustrative figures and explanatory text.  4 pages max! Also, 

submit your matlab code .m file and copy and paste text thereof into an appendix. 

 

 


